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introduction
Adam Bruce Thomson, or Adam B as he was often called at Edinburgh
College of Art, was a painter of great integrity whose long, productive life tells
the story of Scottish painting for the first three quarters of the 20th century.
Writing for the journal Scottish Art and Letters in 1946, when JD Fergusson
was Art Editor, T Elder Dickson describes the artist:
“Thomson is a painter of uncompromising sincerity. Few artists
contemplate a higher purpose or spare themselves less in striving after
its fulfilment. Fastidious in all that pertains to his craft, he belongs by
temperament and mental equipment to the central stream of European
painting initiated by Giotto and revitalised by Seurat and Cézanne.
In other respects, especially in his love of colour and fine craftsmanship
he is thoroughly Scottish.”
In praising his scholarly rectitude and the quest for the “pictorial mot
juste” Elder Dickson saw his most recent developments as allowing a fuller
possession of himself so that: “His perilous search for perfection has at last
yielded to the insistent promptings of his deeper sensibility and intuitive
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Life Class, School of Art at
the Royal Institution on the
Mound, Edinburgh. Probably
taken in June 1908. Adam
Bruce Thomson is third from
the left, and his future brotherin-law, Walter Hislop, is
standing fourth from the left.

Left: Plan of tiling for vestibule,
drawn by Adam Bruce
Thomson on the 20th
November, 1899, at fourteen
years of age.
Right: Frieze from the Palace of
Darius I, painted by a young
Adam Bruce Thomson.

judgement.” We can project forward from this moment and see his work of
the succeeding decades, right up until his death in 1976 at the age of 91, as a
happy continuation of development. The next picture was always the most
important; his best quantity as a painter was consistency, but no possible
lapse into repetition was allowed.
Adam Bruce Thomson was born in Edinburgh on 22nd February 1885,
just two years after the youngest of the Scottish Colourists, FCB Cadell.
His parents were Adam and Marion Thomson (née Ritchie) and Adam
senior was a qualified cabinetmaker who worked with one of the leading
Edinburgh firms. A further son and three daughters arrived. The family lived
later in a flat in Polwarth Gardens. Adam remembered his mother as a sweet,
gentle woman and his father as a great believer in the value of education.
The flat would have been full of music: his sister Mollie went on to become
a professional singer and teacher, eventually awarded an MBE for services
to Scottish song. The family were Episcopalian and Adam sang at St Mary’s
Cathedral, in the “second eleven”, as he modestly called it. There was no
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immediate precedence for the life-artistic but it seems the young student,
who had better than average abilities in many subjects at the local school,
was determined to pursue a career in art. He attended classes at the then
Heriot Watt College and was awarded Art certificates. He then enrolled for
the life classes held in the Royal Institution building (subsequently more
commonly referred to as the RSA). In 1907, he attained a place at the newly
established Edinburgh College of Art where he eventually received Diplomas
in both Drawing & Painting and Architecture. That he studied both disciplines
speaks of his range of ability, and there is little doubt that he could have had
a career as an architect. Instead he put his meticulous approach and highly
advanced skill as a draftsman to serve his artistic muse and underpin the
artistic language he would develop in his long, productive life as a painter.
Art education at this time had all the rigour deriving from life classes, study
of the antique and copying the old masters which many bemoan as absent in
our current system. Within the Painting School the study of mural painting
would serve him well in later times and he gained technical expertise in
etching, drypoint and lithography. Several examples of each are included
in this show and he was a significant contributor to the continued boom in
etching in the twenties both as printmaker and teacher alongside his friend
and contemporary ES Lumsden. Willie Wilson was his student and protégé
and became the most original and finest etcher of his generation; perhaps
inspired by the elder artist, he continued to work across several disciplines.
Scholarships took Thomson first in 1909 with fellow students Hanslip
Fletcher and John Lawson to Oxford, Cambridge and London to visit
museums and draw (page 11). The next year Thomson travelled abroad to
Spain, Paris and Holland in the period 1910-1913. He was able to copy from
memory, a difficult exercise set by tutors and his family retains striking
examples, particularly after the Spanish masters he would have seen in Madrid
and Toledo in 1910. One of the earliest surviving oils depicts St Martin’s
Bridge, Toledo (Cat. 12), a cool nocturne surely influenced by Whistler, likely
to be the same work exhibited in the RSA Summer exhibition in 1911. It is
recorded incorrectly that Bruce Thomson visited Venice with Charles Hodge
Mackie in 1908 although the two did enjoy a friendship in Edinburgh. Mackie
was an enigmatic painter who had spent much time in France, meeting
Maurice Denis and Paul Sérusier in Pont–Aven and whose twilit vision may
also have been a brief influence. While he was never to visit Italy, he was a
huge admirer of Piero della Francesca and the Italian Primitives and took care
advising his daughters on what they might see when they travelled to Italy
after the Second War.
When The First War eventually came Adam was already on the staff of the
College, as was his friend Walter Hislop, whose sister Jessie was to become
Thomson’s wife. The Hislop family were to have to bear a terrible loss. Walter,
who had been through College, a handsome confident young man in the class
photograph of 1908, clasping his palette, (page 2) fell in action as a Second
Lieutenant with the Royal Scots in the Dardanelles on April 28th 1915. His
older brother Johnnie was mortally wounded on the first day of the battle of
Arras serving as a Second Lieutenant with the Royal Scots in France almost
exactly two years later. Their younger brother Gordon, a brilliant English
scholar who studied in Edinburgh, New College Oxford and La Sorbonne,
was wounded several times and was to die prematurely in 1929. It was he who
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School of Art Diploma, 1909.

RSA Selection Committee,
1955, seated from left to right:
Benno Schotz, John Maxwell,
William MacTaggart, Sir
William Hutchison (President
of the RSA), Stanley Cursiter,
Archibald McGlashan,
William Wilson. Standing
on the left is James Cowie
(Secretary) and standing
on the right is Adam Bruce
Thomson (Treasurer).

had arranged accommodation for Adam when he came to Paris to study in
1910, and he enjoyed with others a rich, cultural life in the French capital. Of
the two other Hislop brothers, one was a conscientious objector and another
in a reserved occupation. Many would join up in the first months of conflict,
amid the euphoria and optimism, that The War would be finished before
Christmas. For Adam B, then aged 29, there would be little of the naive,
youthful enthusiasm which characterised so many recruits in the spring of
1914. His experiences in Europe, intelligence and maturity would have made
him more realistic about what was being entered into. He would better have
understood Viscount Grey’s pronouncement of August 1914: “The lamps are
going out all over Europe; we shall not see them lit again in our lifetime.”
He enlisted in the Royal Engineers in late 1915 and was subsequently
promoted to the rank of Second Lieutenant. Like many survivors of the
Great War he was very reticent about the experience he had and there is
no discernible influence on his work in the aftermath. He did exhibit a few
works on paper relating directly to the War including Reconstructing the Bridge,
Montignies in the RSA in 1921. In previous years he had submitted etchings and
lithographs and this suggests perhaps that he found it difficult to get into a
routine of making new work. The very few works he had been able to make on
the spot are extraordinarily poignant; with the happenstance of opportunity,
a moment, and the materials handy, he was able to record troops moving
near Arras, in the shadow of the shattered facade of the Abbey of Mont St Eloi
Eloi (Cat. 21). It was at Arras that the poet Edward Thomas lost his life on the
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first day of the Easter offensive in April 1917, and the battle inspired Siegfried
Sassoon’s anti-War poem, The General. A year later, when Thomson was there
with his engineering unit, C.S Lewis was badly wounded. In another wash
drawing Tommies are bent over the toil of digging, like a vision from Goya:
(Cat. 16). He was at Mons at Armistice, the site of one of the earliest great
battles of the War and where even at the ‘eleventh hour’ many allied soldiers
made their ultimate sacrifice. Thomson was billeted for some days in the
home of the Countess de Belleville near Montignies du Roc. Along with Nurse
Edith Cavell, she had been sentenced to death for assisting Allied Soldiers
and was in the cell alongside Cavell when the English nurse was taken out
and shot by German firing squad. Thomson recalled later that she had the
“saddest face he had ever seen.”
For the strong-minded, like Thomson, the immediate loss of so many
friends, and contemporaries and the destruction of many more by wounds
and shell-shock, their plights played out painfully in the years that followed
could be withstood; life after all went on. There was almost a duty to the fallen
to make the most of the peace and for those with a vocation there would be
solace in creativity; yes, a survivor’s guilt but one which could be assuaged
with kindness and duty, and for Bruce Thomson, in education. The character
of William Gillies also exemplified this idea. He completed his Diploma and
then joined the staff of Edinburgh College of Art after his War Service. Shared
experiences with returning soldier-artists did not have to be gone over, but
the sense of loyalty to comrades would be extended to colleague in a closeknit cadre of staff who shaped a golden era at The College.
Adam Bruce Thomson and Jessie married on April 15th 1918; his posting to
the Front was briefly delayed but with what had already surpassed the sense of
joy can only have been in sharp relief against the chances of Adam surviving
the War. Armistice meant life, and Thomson returned to his bride and his
position at Edinburgh College of Art. They set up home at 149 Warrender
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Adam Bruce Thomson with
Peter Blake.

Park Road. The painter Duncan Cameron (sometimes known as Cornfield
Cameron!) had negotiated with the architect to have a purpose built studio
on the top floor when the tenement was constructed in the 1880s – large,
high with two doors and north facing windows from floor to ceiling and
north skylights with adjustable blinds. The views from the flat were stunning,
including Arthur’s Seat and Salisbury Crags. The studio was furnished with
a model’s throne, warmth, an open door and proved a productive studio
attached to a happy home. The family later spent some years in Colinton
while Adam continued to use his studio in the flat. The family moved back
before eventually buying a house in the Cluny area near Blackford Hill in 1965,
to provide Mrs Thomson with a lower door! As family arrived: Ronald in 1919,
Margaret in 1921 and Mary three years later, life took on a natural, domestic
rhythm. Houses were taken for the summer and favourite destinations
established: the South West of Scotland on the Solway; Lismore, and remoter
Argyll at Benderloch, Mull, Stornoway and Iona. They visited Ross and
Cromarty also, at Plockton and nearer to home the Borders; the Abbeys at
Melrose and Kelso, the Tweed and Leader rivers and the Berwickshire coast.
His earliest oil paintings in this period are painted on a gesso ground
with an oil-reduced vehicle and subjects tend to be treated in flat areas
of colour. He is, in the 1920s, at his closest to SJ Peploe, Cadell and other
contemporaries favouring these techniques, notably JG Spence-Smith and
Penelope Beaton. The precocious talents of Gillies and MacTaggart, already
colleagues at the College, emerged at the same time and their oil paintings
share many of the same characteristics. He also develops a technique in pastel
which has something of the same character: rich jewel-like colour, decisive
drawing, always concerned with the underlying structure of the subject but in
pastel also evocative of weather and atmosphere.
Like other luminaries of The Edinburgh School, he divided his painting
time between oil and watercolour and valued them equally. His watercolour
technique was always ‘pure’, in the sense that he did no preparatory drawing
with pencil or pen in the manner of later Gillies; his tints are natural and
drawing with the brush is decisive. A second technique, as described by
Stanley Cursiter in his review of the RSW exhibition of 1961 for the Scottish
Field, employs “…‘body-colour,’ that is, colour mixed with white as solid as oil
but still with the charm of watercolour.” Cursiter’s review, starting with the
President, finds that Bruce Thomson “…grasps the essentials quickly, selects
what he wants and then with complete mastery of technique he sets it down
on paper with direct, untroubled certainty.” He was able to paint with great
freedom without departing from conventional perspective and an essential
truthfulness to the subject. He was attracted to a great variety of open air
subjects. He loved the wilderness, as evinced in his paintings of the open,
treeless, primordial landscape of Argyll as in Argyllshire Landscape (Cat. 36), but
also the urban structures of Edinburgh or the bustling quaysides of Eyemouth,
Tarbert or Tréboul (a visit to Brittany in the mid-fifties is his only recorded
overseas trip of that decade). In the late thirties and into the post-War era his
oil painting becomes more naturalistic and trees become a favourite subject
as his vision softens and becomes more romanticised. His brush marks show
more freedom in application and it seems that his watercolour technique is
an influence in the loosening-up of technique in his oils. He never abandons
the sound structure which always underpins his pictures but in both choice
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of subject and approach, a final phase of softer, more tonal painting can be
identified. Edward Gage, reviewing his Centenary Exhibition at The Scottish
Gallery in 1985 notes: “The archetypal ‘Adam B’ painting is lowish in key and
lodged mostly in the lower areas of the spectrum – hills velvety magenta, trees
russet in Autumn or exploding in pale yellow blossom – so that it generates
a cosseting ambience complimented by atmospheres kindled by an internal
glow more than the play of light and shadow.”
His subject, however, was never limited to landscape. Both daughters
modelled for him successfully and the motif of a view out to landscape
from an interior, often deployed by William MacTaggart, recurs in Adam
Bruce Thomson also. In a few figure paintings like A Woman Washing Clothes,
(Cat. 31) and still life paintings such as Still Life with Loaf (Cat. 32) he is at his
closest to the late work of SJ Peploe, who died in 1935 after briefly joining
Bruce Thomson on the staff of the College of Art. White is the dominant
tonal element in the composition, and the paint is applied with a full impasto
but onto an absorbent ground which leaves a dry almost chalky finish. The
early thirties also saw his series of monumental paintings of his hometown
including Edinburgh from the North West, now in the City Collection and The Old
Dean Bridge, exhibited in the RSA in 1932. These works lend a hard symmetry
to the city, beautiful but cold, monumental but so familiar that once viewed
they seem to persist in our understanding of the city.
Outside the studio he undertook several mural commissions: for a church
in Methil, Fife: a panel depicting the holy family and during the War, and for
the Leith Feeding Centre a mural panel of a group of fishwives.
At the College he taught etching, composition and still life to the
painting school and colour theory to the art and architecture students. He is
remembered as an authoritative but gentle tutor loved by his students who
often became friends. Many like Willie Wilson and William Crozier, were
regular visitors to the Bruce Thomson home. His association with Edinburgh
College of Art continued until his death. He retired from teaching in 1950 but
continued as an examiner and a Trustee, which speaks of his sense of public
duty as well as his affection and regard for the College. His election to the
Academy as an Associate came relatively late in life, when he was fifty-two,
and he waited another nine years for full membership in 1946. Typically,
however, his commitment to the institution was consistent; he served as
Treasurer for seven years from 1949 and many times as a selector for the
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Interior drawing for Fish Wife
Mural Panel, Community
Feeding Centre, Leith, June 1941.

annual show. He was also instrumental in assisting John Kinross set up a fund
in the name of his eponymous architect father, a fund eventually extended
to send selected Scottish art students to study in Florence. With his election
he stood down as President of the SSA, which was expected in that era, even
though he had been elected the previous year. The Society made him an
honorary member some years later.
His election to the RSW in 1947 indicates the increasing emphasis he put
on the medium in the post-War period; he became President of the RSW
for seven years from 1956. Jack Firth, in his Scottish Watercolour Painting, saw
Thomson’s tenure as heralding an opening-up of the Society and comments
further on how Thomson “…derived his stimulus from the landscape of
Scotland…[and] In the Border countryside could effortlessly organise the
strong rich blues, purples, deep greens and deep amber browns which he saw
there and which gave him so much obvious delight.”
He made himself available in other ways to the wider community of artists
in Edinburgh. He was president of S.A.B.A. (Scottish Artists’ Benevolent
Association) and with his presidency of the Edinburgh Sketching Club
demonstrated a willingness to lend a hand to anyone who asked. It was
clear that he believed passionately that art mattered; that its pursuit and
contemplation was important and his professional life can be seen as given
in service to this idea. His ‘certainty’ would give many others the strength,
sometimes in adversity, to carry on what the elder McTaggart called “the
good habit.” It was certainly in response to his wider work as well as his many
honours and service within the art establishment that he was awarded an OBE
in 1963.
By the time of his death in 1976 he had exhibited 307 works in the RSA
alone. Although he was a prolific exhibitor in the annual shows in Edinburgh,
and indeed he sent also to the RGI, he only held three one-man-shows: at The
Scottish Gallery in 1946 and later the same year at The Scottish Arts Club and
then with Douglas & Foulis gallery in 1967. The exhibition with The Scottish
Gallery was an invitation made in recognition of his recent election to full
membership of The Academy but his decision to exhibit only watercolours,
sixty-six in all reinforces his attention to the medium, which had been his
chief means of painting during the War when materials were in short supply.
The formidable Miss Proudfoot, who had taken charge of the Gallery during
the War, was astonished by the attendance for the exhibition “Where have all
these folk come from?” she exclaimed. His watercolours, perhaps influenced
by the lifting of the cloud of war were bright in tone and employed strong
colour. The harbours of Berwickshire: Cove, St Abbs, and Eyemouth are
captured with renewed freshness; seagulls on the wing and ozone in the air!
A reading of the titles in his lists of exhibited works makes clear the
scope of his travels and range of subject type. The occasional still life and
portrait interrupt the flow of landscape. He undertook pastel portraits of
the Fairbairn family (Nicky, the future advocate and politician proving an
interesting subject!) and in 1947 he exhibited his portrait of Prof. N Kemp
Smith in the RSA . He was lifelong a walker and his lithe, wiry frame could
eat up the miles. Well into his eighties he fell descending Blackford Hill and
broke his knee. Many thought he would never walk again but after surgery
and physio he returned to his regular walks. His Edinburgh paintings derive
from the deep familiarity of the walker: the still moment of twilight on snow
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in Colinton Dell; stars appearing over Arthur’s Seat; the rush of the Water of
Leith by a mill house, all experienced and made permanent in paint. Outside
he was seldom without the means to make a sketch. Honours and recognition
came to him relatively late but they did not make the man. It was the respect
he drew from brother artists that perhaps gave him most pleasure, as well
as the continuation of his voyage as an artist. In the RSA Annual Exhibition of
1976, just a few months before he died, his oil Rising Moon, Arthur’s Seat won
the William J Macaulay, The Scottish Gallery Prize for a picture of exceptional
merit, and would have been bought for Aberdeen Art Gallery had not a private
purchaser got in first! It was illustrated in the publication the Academy
produced to celebrate its 150th anniversary in the same year.
Our exhibition is selected from the studio and in producing this catalogue
we are in great debt to Margaret and to the late Mary Thomson who looked
after their father’s work over the years since his death. We are grateful to
the former for many of the notes that accompany the descriptions and
having worked so hard to make this exhibition a fitting tribute to their
father. That there are so many wonderful examples, many unexhibited or
not seen for the best part of a century, speaks of the artist’s modesty: he
never sought advancement and while as we have noted he exhibited and sold
a very significant number of works, his work-ethic, good health and long
life has assured a significant artistic legacy. Twenty-four sketchbooks were
lodged with the National Library of Scotland in 1981 and further significant
placements of his work with our Museums will result from this exhibition.
Guy Peploe
Managing Director
The Scottish Gallery

Drawing by Hanslip Fletcher
of Adam Bruce Thomson
making a measured drawing
in the Victorian and Albert
Museum, 28 October 1909.
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1

Self Portrait, c.1907
lithograph, 25 x 21.5 cms
This self portrait was created before the young Adam Bruce Thomson had
graduated from College.
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2

12

Landscape with Cattle, c.1906
etching, 16 x 20 cms

3

Farm, c.1906
etching, 15.5 x 21 cms
13

4

Lady with Hat, c.1906
lithograph, 35.5 x 26 cms
The artist showed a flair for portraiture. He made a number of sensitive
studies of fellow students, friends and others. In the years before the war
he rented a studio in the Synod Hall on Castle Terrace, where he accepted
commissions.
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5

Miss Chambers, c.1907
lithograph, 31 x 24 cms
15

6

The Derelict Factory, c.1908
etching, 16 x 21 cms
Like the drawing and etching The Canal Basin and the early oil The
Stonecrushers (whereabouts unknown) this shows the artist’s one-time
interest in industrial subjects.
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7

Edinburgh from Craigleith, c.1908
etching, 11.2 x 22 cms
This view of Edwardian Edinburgh places Bruce Thomson in the Scottish
print making tradition of D.Y. Cameron and James McBey. Like his
older contemporaries Bruce Thomson has used some degree of artistic
licence in creating his scene. Draughtsmanship and representation are as
important as atmosphere and drama, and Bruce Thomson has captured
the sky full of high clouds; flags billowing from the spires.
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8

18

Country Road, c.1909
etching, 16 x 22.5 cms

9

Cairnholy, Southwest Scotland, c.1909
etching, 11 x 17 cms
Cairnholy, above Wigtown Bay near Dumfries, is the site of the remains
of two impressive chambered cairns. Here Bruce Thomson delights in
the dramatic contrast between jagged, structural standing stones with
the undulating landscape of Dumfriesshire.
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10 Garden Front, St John's College, Oxford, 1909
pencil drawing, 30.5 x 28 cms
signed and dated lower right, inscribed lower left
Graduating from Edinburgh College of Art with diplomas in Architecture
and then in Drawing and Painting, the artist was awarded travelling
scholarships in both. In 1909 he set out on a carefully planned tour
of English architecture in which several fellow students took part.
This drawing is from that period.
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11 Canal Basin, Edinburgh, 1913
pencil drawing 23 x 29 cms
signed and inscribed lower right
This drawing was the subject of a later etching of the same title. It is a
work which has considerable historic interest in addition to its intrinsic
artistic value. The finished etching plate is now in the Edinburgh City
Fine Art Collection. The artist was for many years an enthusiastic and
influential teacher of etching at Edinburgh College of Art.
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12 Bridge of St Martin, Toledo, c.1911
oil on canvas, 76.2 x 63.5 cms
signed lower middle
provenance
Studio inventory number (O70)
exhibited
Summer Exhibition, Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh, 1911
After his study tour of England he went on to study and paint in Paris and
Spain. He was later to visit Holland also. His time in the Spain of 1910,
which would have been unrecognisable to the tourist of today, made an
impression which was to last a lifetime. He studied the great paintings in
the galleries, making copies and copies from memory, as was the practice
at that time, with the object of learning from the masters. He walked
everywhere. Attempting to sketch and paint, he was often followed by
hordes of children, sometimes by adults. Always very aware of the beauty
of different lights – such as moonlight – he admired the extraordinary
beauty of the Spanish night at places such as Avila and Toledo. In his stays
in London he had great pleasure in standing looking at the vessels on the
Thames, near Chelsea Bridge for example, and had recalled how Whistler
and Turner had stood there.
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13 Thames Barge I, c.1915
wash drawing, 43 x 48 cms
signed and inscribed lower right
The artist must have sought and been given permission to make a series
of wash drawings of engineering works on the Thames. These drawings
are a direct, charming and poignant record of his early occupation after
enlisting. He exhibited one in the RSA summer show of 1921: Royal
Engineers Training – the pontoon raft.
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14 Thames Barge II, c.1915
wash drawing, 36 x 51 cms
signed lower right
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15 Girls Sketching, 1915
lithograph, 24 x 24 cms
The drawing for this lithograph was made when the artist visited
the painter E.A Walton and his family at Wenhaston in Suffolk, near
Walberswick where the Principal of Glasgow School of Art. Francis
Newbery and his family were staying. The girl on the right is Margery,
the Waltons’ younger daughter, who later married the portrait painter,
W. O Hutchison, later to become Principal of Glasgow School of Art
and President of the Royal Scottish Academy. The subtle suggestions of
meadowland indicate a peaceful scene. This was 1915 and before long the
artist was serving in the army.
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16 Trench Digging, c.1918
charcoal & wash, 30.5 x 46.5 cms
signed and inscribed lower right
28

29

17 Royal Engineers Building a Suspension Bridge, c.1916
wash drawing, 54 x 51 cms
signed lower right, inscribed lower left
30

18 Royal Engineers Constructing a Suspension Bridge, 1919
lithograph, 26 x 16 cms
This scene, although dramatic, will have been based on a
training exercise as opposed to a front line mission.
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19 Zeppelin on the Ground, 1916
pen drawing with pencil, 35.20 x 43.20 cms
On the night of 23rd September 1916, two German Zeppelins set out to
bomb London. These were newly designed and built airships, superior
to the ones which had previously flown over England. This picture shows
the wreckage of Zeppelin L-33 which was damaged by anti-aircraft fire
and was forced to land at New Hall Farm, Little Wigborough, only twenty
yards from a nearby house. The occupants of the house, a man, his
wife and three children, ran for their lives as the airship hit the ground.
The crew ran from the craft shortly before it exploded.
Special Constable Edgar Nicholas, who lived nearby, made his way to
the scene and came across the German crew walking along a country
road. They identified themselves as the Zeppelin crew and he arrested
them. Other officers later joined them and the local constable, Charles
Smith, arranged for the prisoners to be handed over to the military to be
taken off to a prisoner-of-war camp. The airship was the subject of great
attention by spectators; it was heavily guarded by the military as many
parts of the airship were still relatively undamaged. Indeed, she was later
studied in great detail and many aspects of her design were incorporated
into later British airship designs. Adam Bruce Thomson clearly witnessed
the event, although his drawing may have been made from memory.
At College he was taught to draw from memory by studying paintings
which he would then copy once back in the studio. It is a significant feat
of draughtsmanship and a remarkable documentation of British history.
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20 Reconstruction of Demolished Bridge near Condé, France, c.1918
wash drawing, 22.5 x 24 cms
While the title is from the artist’s inscription, the scene may well be of
the Mons Condé canal, the location of the first engagement between the
British and German forces in August 1914.
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21 Troops Marching near Mont St Eloi, Arras, 1918
wash drawing, 22 x 20.5 cms
The Abbey of Mont St Eloi is located on a ridge north of the city of Arras.
An abbey was first built here in the seventh century but the buildings that
became a landmark on the Arras front date from the eighteenth century.
Fighting raged around St Eloi in 1914 and 1915, as the French advanced on
the nearby Notre Dame de Lorette and Vimy Ridge. Shells damaged the
main towers and much of the main abbey building.
When the British came to Arras in 1916 they established billets in Mont
St Eloi, medical facilities, gun sites and a Royal Flying Corps aerodrome
beneath the twin towers of the abbey. Thousands of troops were here in
the lead-up to the Battle of Arras in April 1917 and again when the fighting
returned in 1918. To many who served on the Arras front, it was very
much a local landmark.
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Royal Engineers bridging the Canal du Nord
near Moeuvres, 28 September 1918
© Imperial War Museum, IWM (Q9344)

22 Royal Engineers Building a Bridge near Mons, 1918
lithograph, 21 x 21 cms
inscribed lower left
Mons is located in Belgium, about 30 miles south-west of Brussels.
During the ‘Hundred days War’ (8 August to 11 November 1918), the Allies
launched a series of offensives along the line which drove the Germans
back. The units of the Royal Engineers played a vital role in assisting the
army’s advance. Their work included road and rail repairs and bridging
rivers and canals. Although Bruce Thomson did not print this work while
at the Front, it is based on a preparatory sketch made at the time.
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23 Farm Horses, c.1921
oil on panel, 35.6 x 40.6 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O40)
exhibited
Adam Bruce Thomson, Oils and Works on Paper, The Scottish Gallery, 2003
This comparatively early oil was painted in the hamlet of Balmaclellan
in Galloway. In the handling of paint and in its calm vision, it relates to
the artist’s early landscapes of south-west Scotland dating from the early
1920s. The simple but bold treatment lends a special significance to the
theme “Farm Horses.” It is a considered composition. Composition was
of paramount importance to the artist throughout his life.
Eight million horses are estimated to have died during the war. This
picture reflects a return to rural normality with the end of the war, when
horses returned to their traditional, less hazardous uses.
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24 Kirk Yetholm, c.1922
pastel drawing, 27 x 34 cms
signed lower left
Yetholm in the Scottish Borders, south-east of Kelso, is divided into two
villages by the Bowmont-Water: Kirk Yetholm and Town Yetholm. The
former was for a long time associated with the Gypsies and their customs.
It is seen here as the idyllic village it was in the 1920s, set in a pastoral
landscape. In the years following the Great War, the farms and streets
would be denuded of military age men.
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25 Landscape at Sunset with Figure, c.1922
pastel drawing, 27.5 x37 cms
This poetic pastel of a young woman in landscape at sunset was
done near Colvend on the Solway Firth. The figure is the artist’s
wife Jessie whom he married in 1918.
44

The artist’s wife, Jessie Hislop. This photograph was taken shortly after
their marriage.
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26 Farm near Rockliffe, c.1923
pastel drawing, 28 x 38 cms
signed lower left
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27 Moss Road, Colvend, c.1923
pastel drawing, 28 x 38.2 cms
47

28 Isle of Rum from Keppoch, c.1923
pastel drawing, 28 x 37.5 cms
signed lower left
48

29 The Avenue, Gifford, c.1924
pastel drawing, 36.5 x 26.5 cms
signed lower right
He was much attracted by the features of the East Lothian village of
Gifford. He was always interested in trees and drew and painted them
throughout his life.
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30 The Cuillins from Elgol, c.1928
pastel drawing, 24 x 35 cms
signed lower right
Throughout the 1920s and into the 1930s the artist worked frequently in
pastel, producing some portraits as well as landscapes. He worked in Skye
at various time in his life, and was there at the outbreak of the Second
World War.
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31 A Woman Washing Clothes, c.1920-1925
oil on panel, 55.9 x 45.7 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O71)
This painting dates from a period in the early 1920s, when several of the
artist’s subjects were inspired by domestic interiors. One of the bestknown of this group is probably From my Bedroom Window formerly in the
Scottish Modern Art Collection, which shows a table, large Spode basin,
draped towel and soap dish in the foreground and trees seen through
the window.
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32 Still Life with Loaf, c.1920-1925
oil on canvas, 50.8 x 61 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O01)
exhibited
Centenary Exhibition, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 1985 (Cat. 1)
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33 Benderloch, c.1930
oil on panel, 45.7 x 55.9 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O73)
In this view of Benderloch, the artist looks along a shingly beach from the
road to Ledaig. The sandy cove of Tralee beach is overshadowed by the
mountains of Morvern beyond.
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34 The Bay at Benderloch, c.1930
oil on linen laid on panel, 71.1 x 91.4 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O76)
When his family were young, in the vacations from Edinburgh College
of Art (all members of staff had to be practising artists and were parttime), Bruce Thomson spent two months each summer painting in the
West Highlands. Some happy family summers were spent in Benderloch.
The toll on the Connel Ferry Bridge and an absence of cars and caravans
meant that only a small group of families were present on the sandy
cove of Tralee beach. This strong, evocative composition looks from the
cove towards the Bluff in the distance and to the prominent mound with
vitrified fort on top, then known as Beregonium, with its suggestions of a
Pictish heritage.
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35 The Dun, Benderloch, c.1930
oil on canvas, 76.2 x 91.4 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O75)
“Let us take, first of all, the work of the President, Mr. Adam Bruce
Thomson. He is highly aware of the problems of pictorial structure.
You feel that he walks abroad with his paint box in the expectation – or
hope – that nature will provide him with what he needs. When found,
he grasps the essentials quickly, selects what he wants, and then with
complete mastery of his technique, he sets it down on paper with direct,
untroubled certainty.”
Stanley Cursiter, Review of the 81st Annual Exhibition of the Royal Society of
Painters in Water-Colours at the Royal Scottish Academy, ‘Scottish Field’, 1961
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36 Argyllshire Landscape, c.1932
oil on canvas, 50.8 x 61 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O77)
This is another expressive landscape of the character of North Argyll
which the artist knew so well. In the 1920s and 1930s, as well as in
Benderloch, he stayed on Loch Creran, near Port Appin, in a house
overlooking Eriska, on the shore of Loch Etive near Ardchattan, and at
Taynuilt.
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37 Girl in a Red Tammy, c.1934
oil on canvas, 55.9 x 45.7 cms
signed upper right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O93)
The figure in this painting is the artist’s daughter, Mary.
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38 The Gorge, River Lyon, c.1935
oil on canvas, 76.2 x 63.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O37)
Glen Lyon is best known as a long, narrow glen with spectacular
autumn colours. It was early summer, however, when the artist stayed
at a farmhouse between Fearnan on Loch Tay and Fortingall. He was
fascinated by the Gorge of the River Lyon and spent time sketching
and painting there. When he was standing down beside the river,
the water crashing over rocks and stones, apparently fighting its way
between the narrow cliffs and sparkling rocks, drowned out all other
sounds and seemed all-powerful. In this painting he looks down on
the dark, turbulent waters at the patterning of the foam and spume.
The composition controls yet expresses the turbulence of the scene.
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39 Mary, 1936
oil on linen laid on board, 91.4 x 76.2 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O92)
exhibited
43rd Annual Exhibition, Society of Scottish Artists, Royal Scottish Academy,
Edinburgh, 1936
This sensitive portrait of the artist’s younger daughter Mary, aged about
11, was probably painted when the family was staying in a small country
hotel in Morayshire. It was exhibited in the Society of Scottish Artists
Exhibition in 1936 when the artist was President.
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40 The Mill, c.1936
oil on panel, 63.5 x 63.5 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O74)
This is one of a number of impressive paintings by the artist of the bridges
and mills on the Water of Leith. He had walked Edinburgh since he was
young and the mills, particularly in the Colinton area, were familiar to
him. The artist had an interest in industrial buildings, giving them a
dramatic, austere treatment. Two early oil paintings – The Stonecrushers and
The Cooling Towers (whereabouts unknown) were evidence of this, as is the
etching The Derelict Factory (Cat. 6).
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41 Lorn: Isle of Lismore, 1937/38
tempera, 51 x 63.5 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W128)
At this time the artist often painted in tempera, which he prepared
himself. The medium proved particularly suitable for some of his
paintings of Lismore, intensifying the dream-like quality of the island
which the artist perceived under certain conditions.
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Adam Bruce Thomson with the Minister of Lismore, c.1937.

42 Ancient Clan Stronghold, Castle Coeffin, Isle of Lismore, 1937/38
gouache, tempera and watercolour, 51 x 63.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W16)
The artist painted on the Isle of Lismore in the summers of 1937 and
1938. Some seven miles off Oban in the Firth of Lorn, the island was then
little visited. He stayed with his wife and family at Baligrundle Farm and
became friendly with the young Gaelic-speaking Minister of St Moluag’s
Church, formerly cathedral. He had an immediate response to the island’s
atmosphere. His pictures reflect this, showing the configuration of the
landscape with its extensive views of sea and land. He also had an interest
in history and archaeology, and painted the ruined fortress of Castle
Coeffin a number of times. Castle Coeffin was an ancient stronghold of
Clan MacDougall, one time Lords of Lorn. When the artist was on the
island the expression ‘a Coeffin of a man’ was said to be used to indicate a
cruel, bad person.
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43 Figure at the Window, c.1940
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 91.4 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O81)
This interior brilliantly combines portraiture, still life and landscape.
The sitter is the artist’s elder daughter, Margaret.
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44 Stow, c.1940
watercolour, 35.5 x 44 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W125)
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45 Beaching the Salmon Coble, Cove Harbour, Cockburnspath, c.1942
pen and wash drawing, 37 x 47 cms
signed lower left
exhibited
Adam Bruce Thomson, Oils and Works on Paper, The Scottish Gallery, 2003
Net and coble fishing for salmon, a method that has changed little since
the 12th century, was practised in Cove Bay, which also supported a few
herring boats. The industry had declined from its mid-nineteenth century
peak, hastened by the storm of 14th October 1821 when 189 Berwickshire
fishermen died, including 11 from Cove.
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46 Harbour, St Abbs, c.1946
oil on canvas, 35.6 x 40.6 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O84)
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47 Shieldaig, Loch Torridon, c.1946
watercolour, 52 x 66 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W132)
Immediately after the Second World War the artist stayed at Shieldaig
on Loch Torridon in a house on a point overlooking the village. At this
time he was showing increasing mastery of pure watercolour, and several
Wester Ross examples would be included in his one-man-show at The
Scottish Gallery in October 1946.
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48 Loch Torridon, c.1946
watercolour, 37.5 x 54 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W119)
On his way to staying in Shieldag immediately after the Second World
War he spent some time in Ardheslaig across the loch. In the absence of a
suitable road it was then reached by motorboat. This watercolour of Loch
Torridon at sunset was probably painted at that time.
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49 Gifford, c.1948
brush drawing, 31.5 x 46 cms
signed lower right
Like Gillies and MacTaggart, Adam Bruce Thomson often made brush
drawings: watercolour works in monochrome that give a stark quality to
the subject.
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50 Fishing Boats, East Coast Harbour, c.1948
tempera, 51 x 63.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W118)
This was probably painted in St Monance in Fife and is of the same
period as one of a similar subject in the collection of the National Trust
for Scotland.
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51 Border Farmhouse, c.1950
watercolour, 35 x 48 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W122)
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52 Roses, c.1950
oil on panel, 45.7 x 35.6 cms
provenance
Studio inventory number (O44)
exhibited
Adam Bruce Thomson, Oils and Works on Paper, The Scottish Gallery, 2003
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53 Stormy Day, St Abbs Harbour, c.1952
oil on board, 55.9 x 76.2 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O90)
The artist enjoyed painting the sea in all weathers, and it was not
unknown for his watercolour paper to blow into the sea and be retrieved.
He would perch high on the cliffs above St Abbs and watch the breakers
crashing over the harbour. He saw too how the fishermen with their vast
experience timed themselves as they ran along the breakwater dodging
the dangerous waves!
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54 Towards the Pentlands, c.1952
oil on canvas, 71.1 x 91.4 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O85)
The view is from the artist’s Victorian flat at 149 Warrender Park Road
across to the top of Bruntsfield Links and to the Pentlands in the distance.
From another window the ‘crouching lion’ shape of Arthur’s Seat could be
seen clearly.
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55 Roses, c.1952
watercolour, 35.5 x 53.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W139)
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56 Tarbert, Yachts at Anchor, c.1959
watercolour, 31 x 42.5 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W110)
The artist produced spirited work while painting at Tarbert on Loch
Fyne. He stayed with his wife at a hotel on the sea-front and enjoyed the
constant activity on the water. The popular television series, The Vital
Spark, was being filmed at the time, and some of the cast stayed in the
same hotel. The artist and his wife later recalled with amusement the day
when the puffer and the cast left, with every horn sounding, flags waving,
and what seemed like Tarbert in its entirety out to say farewell.
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57 Two Bridges, Leaderfoot, c.1956
watercolour, 28 x 38 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W120)
This shows the old road bridge and the graceful railway viaduct at
Leaderfoot near Melrose with the Eildon Hills beyond.
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58 Eyemouth, c.1958
watercolour, 37 x 47.5 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W126)
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59 Edinburgh: The Palace of Holyrood and Arthur's Seat, c.1958
watercolour, 56 x 77 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W133)
From his early years, he had a great love of Edinburgh. As well as
knowledge stemming from his Diploma in Architecture, he had a
profound appreciation of Edinburgh’s extraordinary features. This was
shown in the oils he painted at the end of the 1920s and the beginning
of the 1930s, of which perhaps the best known is Edinburgh: From the North
West in the Edinburgh City Fine Art Collection. He drew and painted in
the city and its environs throughout his life.
He was fascinated by the changing light and colour, and conveys both
the drama and serenity of what he saw. His daughter, Margaret, recalls
meeting him as he hurried from his house with his sketchbook to capture
a remarkable effect in the skies.
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60 Red Tulips, c.1960
oil on canvas, 76.2 x63.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O82)
The artist often brought his wife tulips, a favourite flower of them both.
In this richly coloured study, he has placed them on draperies from the
studio.
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61 Edinburgh Skyline and Princes Street Gardens, c.1960
watercolour, 51 x 63.5 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (134)
The view here is across the East Princes Street Gardens, with people
in their summer clothes, to the buildings at the top of the Mound with
the National Gallery glimpsed to the right. The artist sketched from
many places in Edinburgh, even taking his sketchbook on a number of
occasions up the Scott Monument!
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62 Summer Day, Iona, c.1960
oil on panel, 45.7 x 55.9 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W060)
The artist had painted widely in the Highlands and Islands – Skye,
Lismore and Mull – before he went to Iona, perhaps encouraged by the
painter Penelope Beaton, a friend and colleague at Edinburgh College of
Art. Like Peploe and Cadell, the Colourists before him, he was captivated
by the light, colour and special quality of the island. His visits were to
result in characteristic fluid watercolours and in some freely handled
oils, of which this is one. He stayed with his wife and sometimes visiting
members of the family usually in a small house at the North End.
He would sometimes paint three watercolours in one day.
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63 Summer Day, The Sound of Iona, c.1960
watercolour, 28.5 x 48 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W108)
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64 Looking from an Iona Croft to Mull, c.1960
watercolour, 31 x 43 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W105)
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65 Drying Nets, Plockton, c.1964
oil on board, 45.7 x 61 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O89)
The artist painted over many years in Plockton in Wester Ross. His
lifelong friend D. M. Sutherland and his wife Dorothy Johnstone had
known it for a long time. The artist had painted on Loch Torridon
immediately after the Second World War but when he discovered
Plockton for himself, it was to become a source of some of his best
known work. Fishing nets often figure in his work showing both East
and West coast villages. The dramatic lighting here indicates the
rapidly changing weather.
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66 Sailing Boats, Plockton, c.1965
watercolour, 28.5 x 39.5 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W110)
The sailing boats and regattas in rapidly changing weather conditions
provided the artist with a favourite subject.
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67 Flowers in a Blue Vase, c.1965
watercolour, 63 x 51 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (W130)
The flowers were usually simply arranged by the artist’s wife: the vase
here was a favourite with or without flowers – kingfisher blue from the
Ruskin Pottery.
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68 The Shore, Plockton, c.1966
oil on canvas, 55.9 x 76.2 cms
signed lower left
provenance
Studio inventory number (O88)
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69 In Plockton, c.1966
watercolour, 38.5 x 53 cms
signed middle right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W127)
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70 Boat on the Tweed, c.1968
oil on board, 55.9 x 76.2 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (O86)
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71 Near Melrose Abbey, Spring, c.1970
watercolour, 34 x 46 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W123)
The artist painted in the Scottish Borders until his late eighties,
particularly in autumn when the rich colours of the earth, fields, hills,
trees, rivers, rolling landscapes and ruined abbeys were combined in
satisfying compositions. Man sometimes appears as a natural part of
the landscape.
He was particularly fond of Melrose, Dryburgh, Kelso and the
surrounding countryside, and was at one time a familiar figure locally,
walking to and from his subjects with his sketching equipment in a pack
on his back. He had a strong feeling for the area rich in Roman and
Mediaeval history.
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72 Wester Ross, Mountains and Loch, c.1970
watercolour, 38 x 52 cms
signed lower right
provenance
Studio inventory number (W129)
Fellow artist and teacher at Edinburgh College of Art, D.M. Sutherland,
rented a house in Wester Ross and it is likely that this is a painting from
their time together. William Gillies, although slightly younger than Bruce
Thomson and Sutherland, became a lifelong friend; both had taught Gillies
at the College before and after WWI (Gillies had also served his country
with the Scottish Rifles). Gillies joined the staff at the College in 1925.
A similar watercolour by Bruce Thomson is in the Royal Collection.
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Adam Bruce Thomson

OBE, RSA, PRSW (1885-1976)

1885 	Born Edinburgh
1905 	Studied at Royal Institution School of Art and RSA Life School
1908-9 	Studied Edinburgh College of Art with Diplomas in Architecture, Drawing and Painting
1910 	Travelled to Spain, Holland and Paris on various scholarships
c.1912
Joined Staff at Edinburgh College of Art
1915-18 	Served in World War I, Royal Engineers
1918 	Married Jessie I. Hislop
1919-50 	Resumed staff position at Edinburgh College of Art
1936 	Elected President of Society of Scottish Artists (SSA)
1937 	Elected as Associate, Royal Scottish Academy (ARSA)
1946 	Elected to the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA)
1947 	Elected to the Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolour (RSW)
1949-56 	Treasurer of the RSA
1956-63 President of the Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolour (RSW)
1963 	Awarded OBE
1971 	Awarded first May Marshall Brown Memorial Award of the Royal Society of Painters in
Watercolour
1971 	At own request, became Honorary Retired Member of the Royal Scottish Academy to make
way for younger members
1976 	Awarded the new William J Macaulay Memorial Award of the Royal Scottish Academy
1976 	Death age 91
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Caricature of Adam Bruce Thomson by
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College of Art on the 17th of October, 1946.
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73 Self Portrait, c.1950, drawing, 26.6 x 20.8 cms
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